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Marisol Malatesta’s exhibition links the literary tradition of 
the absurd with art history, in a complex and intriguing 
proposal. 
 
Through simple forms derived from modernist abstraction and 
design, the artist builds figurative images that construct 
enigmatic narratives. Pyramids and cones are converted into 
masks ("Equivalent 0", "Angulo Nulo"); Jars and ceramic dishes 
are anthropomorphized by minimal formal interventions that 
make representations of faces (The "Screaming Pots" series and 
"Screaming Plates") 
 
Malatesta uses the nose to represent the face and that element 
also opens up a universe of associations: narratively is 
associated with lies and formally symbolized by a cylinder-
refers to the phallus, and therefore refers also to sexuality 
and power. That way and with great sense of fun, the artist 
launches a series of semantic moves, as these forms are both 
abstract figures and body representations (nose and phallus) 
and functional elements (teapots peaks). 
 
The art works made with bricks follow the same logic of 
construction: a circle, a sphere and a triangle are placed on 
found bricks, thus enabling their reading as sculptural 
representations. The obvious and simple configuration of this 
works emphasizes the centrality of building processes 
throughout the entire exhibition: overlay, stacking, weaving, 
etc. 
 
The paintings themselves emphasize these processes through the 
use of unprimed canvases, revealing the painting as a work 
made by overlay materials. Weaved pictures with canvas as 
"LOLOLOLOLO" make of its manufacturing processes a medium that 
generates images. The works made of stacked canvases (such as 
"13 layers of Indian yellow") also suggest the same process. 
 



This attention to construction, however, goes beyond the 
material, because it concerns the construction of an 
imaginary. The key juxtaposition here is the reference to 
artistic and cultural forms. The video "A Lick and a Promise" 
by Malatesta and Tom Richards, is emblematic in this respect. 
In the work converge the ritual and the industrial, references 
to the baroque to the Bauhaus (winks to "triadic Ballet" by 
Oskar Schlemmer, 1922), minimalism and electronic music. The 
austerity of his choreographic language conceals an enormous 
sophistication about the universe of references that 
articulates -remarkable piece-. 
 
It is important to mention the accomplished curatorial 
decisions made by curator Rosanna del Solar, with a great use 
of the space and relationships between the parts based on the 
installation. 
 
Marisol presents Malatesta in "My Nose Grows Now!” a solid 
exhibition that deserves to be look at and think upon. 
 


